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Research Questions

How do firms choose between the different modes for 
external technology sourcing and how do these modes 
affect the performance of innovating firms?

Sub-questions:
What is the effect of uncertainty on the choice between different 
external technology sourcing modes?
What is the added value of corporate venture capital (CVC) 
investments, next to the other modes of external technology 
sourcing, in explaining innovative performance?
What is the effect of the different governance modes on the 
creation of pioneering technologies?



•+Pioneering technologies

“Pioneering technologies build on no existing technologies. Instead of 
trying to modify an available solution, pioneering technologies focus on 
completely de novo solutions.” (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001)

In order to sustain competitive advantage companies need to undertake 
both exploitative as well as explorative innovation projects

The creation of pioneering or breakthrough technologies is a vital 
aspect of technology exploration

How are these types of technologies discovered?
Opportunity recognition (O’Connor and Rice, 2001); Tacit knowledge 
(Mascitelli, 2000)
New combinations (Fleming, 2001; Schumpeter, 1934)
Moving beyond local search (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001)
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•+Organizational boundary-spanning

Strategic alliances (non-equity and equity)

Sharing of costs and risks; co-development; flexibility

H1: Strategic alliances (equity and non-equity) have a positive effect on 
the creation of pioneering technologies

Corporate venture capital (CVC) investments

Window on new technologies; explore the external environment; 
early stage development

H2: CVC investments have a positive effect on the creation of 
pioneering technologies

M&As

Low flexibility; later stage of development; exploitation

H3: Mergers and acquisitions have a negative effect on the creation of 
pioneering technologies



•+Technological boundary-spanning

Technological distance

Technological distance refers to lack of overlap between technology 
profiles of firms

Novelty of knowledge relative to firm; new combinations

H4: Technological distance strengthens the effect of external 
technology sourcing on the creation of pioneering technologies

Technological newness

Technological newness

Maintain constant fit with environment; routines

H5: Technological newness strengthens the effect of external 
technology sourcing on the creation of pioneering technologies



•+Data and method

Sample: 150 firms in the pharmaceutical industry

Years: 1990-2000

Sources:
Corporate venture capital: Thomson Venture Xpert
Strategic alliances: MERIT-CATI
M&As: Thomson ONE banker
Patents and patent citations: US PTO
Financial data: Worldscope



•+Variables

Dependent variable

Pioneering technologies: technologies that do not build on prior art

Number of patent applications that do not cite any other patents
(method by Ahuja and Lampert, 2001)

Total: 10,021; μ = 7.4; σ = 13.5

Method: negative binomial regression model



Results (I)

(1) (2)

Constant -0.756

(0.540)

-0.500

(0.550)

CVC investments 0.040*
(0.024)

Non-equity alliances 0.082**
(0.032)

Equity alliances 0.066**
(0.033)

M&As -0.096***
(0.030)



Results (II)

(3)

Constant -0.597

(0.540)

Technological distance -0.024

(0.040)

Technological distance * CVC 
investments

-0.064

(0.062)

Technological distance * non-equity 
alliances

0.114***
(0.040)

Technological distance * equity 
alliances

-0.004

(0.049)

Technological distance * M&As -0.092**
(0.046)



Results (III)

(8)

Constant -0.652

(0.550)

Technological newness -0.020

(0.055)

Technological newness * CVC 
investments

-0.064

(0.074)

Technological newness * non-equity 
alliances

-0.196***
(0.060)

Technological newness * equity 
alliances

-0.002

(0.053)

Technological newness * M&As 0.090**
(0.045)



•+Findings

Organizational boundary spanning
Loosely coupled linkages such as strategic alliances and corporate 
venture capital investments have a positive effect on the creation of 
breakthrough innovations 
M&As, representing a higher level of commitment and integration 
have a negative impact on the generation of pioneering technologies

Technological boundary-spanning
Non-equity alliances are more effective in generating pioneering 
technologies from distantly related knowledge
Technological newness decreases the positive effect of non-equity 
alliances on the creation of pioneering technologies; however it
diminishes the negative effect of M&As
CVC investments as well as equity alliances can be used for both
large and small technological distance, and old and new 
technologies



•+Discussion

Small investments with a high level of flexibility appear to be the 
most appropriate way to invest in breakthrough technologies 

Since investing in technology in an early stage of development 
already poses a high level of uncertainty on the focal firm, an 
increase of this uncertainty by investing in distant or unfamiliar 
technologies is not favorable 
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